Plagiarism Declaration Form

SU expects all students to ensure that full credit for ideas, data, information, quotations and illustrations is given to any original authors. There are several types of academic fraud which is not limited to activities such as:

- Plagiarism is representing someone else’s ideas or work as your own original ideas or work, for example, copying a text from a book, a website, or any other source into your dissertation or project without giving credit to the original work.
- Multiple submission is considered as academic fraud by mean of submitting your work as research paper/assignment previously submitted elsewhere.
- False citation means attributing a statement of fact or reference to a fabricated source.
- False Data: Deliberate use of data that is not authentic or modified in your academic works.

I understand that the Sohar University has adopted a web-based service to detect plagiarism through a software system called “Turnitin”, which compares students’ written works with a wide database of web sources, open access materials and other dissertations and commercial texts. Therefore, I hereby, declare the following:

- I confirm that my dissertation / project below mention is my own work except where I have explicitly indicated otherwise.
- I have followed the required conventions in referencing the thoughts and ideas of others.
- I understand that the Sohar University may take disciplinary action against me if there is a belief that this is not my own work or that I have failed to acknowledge the source of the ideas or words in my writing.

Copies to:
- Student’s Faculty
- PG Centre

**BN: Accepted Percentage 20%**

Attached Turnitin Report

Copy to: Post Graduate Center